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The problem addressed by this thesis is the need for a

software measurement tool that enforces a uniform measurement

algorithm on several programming languages.

The introductory chapter discusses the concern for

software measurement and provides background for the specific

models and metrics that are studied. A multilingual software

measurement tool is then introduced, that analyzes programs

written in Ada, C, Pascal, or PL/I, and quantifies over

thirty different program attributes. Metrics computed by the

program include McCabe's measure of cyclomatic complexity and

Halstead's software science metrics.

Some results and conclusions of preliminary data

analysis, using the tool, are also given. The appendices

contain exhaustive counting algorithms for obtaining the

metrics in each language.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Problem and Purposes

The need for better software development and management

techniques manifested itself clearly during the software

crisis of the 1960s, has increased since then, and continues

to grow in proportion to the demand for software itself. As

the issues in software engineering and management come into

focus we see that the measurement and evaluation of software

looms as a central problem and a key need in the ultimate

resolution of this crisis. The problems of controlling and

measuring software will never disappear without the

prolonged, concerted efforts of many researchers. The

problems in software measurement have been intently studied

for some ten years now, and a few answers have slowly come.

However, those valid findings have usually received too

little interest and even less general usage. More commonly,

the models and measures that -are proposed remain

unimplemented or inadequately tested; thus, interesting

theories atrophy from lack of application. Related to that

problem, developers of software environments would like to

provide software measurement capabilities, but have

concentrated so far on providing other tools.
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The problem of this thesis is to address each of the

problems just enumerated by developing a single, automated,

multilingual tool to implement and test a large variety of

software metrics, a tool that, if proven useful, would be

portable and general enough to satisfy a very wide audience.

Researchers have proposed many automatable metrics. Some

software environments have software metrics tools available

for use in a particular language; many software labs would

use such tools if they had them. Unfortunately, we know of

no measurement tool designed for general applicability in

regard to the languages it accepts. A primary purpose of

this thesis is to show that such a measurement tool is

feasible. We show that such a tool is practical and

inexpensive to implement and use, as well as reliable.

Prior to implementing such a system, one must develop

reasonable algorithms for computing all the various metrics

to be included because no standards whatsoever have begun to

materialize in this area. Thus, a further purpose of the

thesis is to establish and document a rational and complete

counting strategy for each of the metrics to be used in each

of the languages to be processed. Many such studies fail to

document this pivotal step in the experimental design,

effectively preventing others from repeating their

observations.

This study explores several new metrics and attempts to

discover from preliminary analyses some likely relationships

among the metrics themselves, for the purpose of discarding
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redundant metrics. The study attempts to show how the

metrics behave on different kinds of software, for example on

shorter versus longer programs, or on programs written by

experienced versus inexperienced users of a language.

Conversely, the potential for using software product metrics

to measure programmer skill is investigated. Finally, the

thesis proposes to explore the usefulness of specific metrics

in estimating other important software management parameters

such as actual programming effort.

Organization of the Written Thesis

The next major section of chapter I introduces the

reader to the field of software metrics, which to this point

in the paper has been discussed without any definition of

terms. The background section details the motivation for and

the potential benefits of software measurement. All the

metrics that will be studied are defined, and a sampling is

given of previous research findings that involved each of the

metrics. The final section of chapter I delineates the scope

and significance of this thesis, as viewed by its author, and

details the procedure to be used in accomplishing its

purposes, listed above.

Chapter II is devoted to a description of the program

measurement program developed in this research, including its

basic architecture, functional capabilities and limitations,

performance characteristics, and other considerations. The

life cycle of this software product is briefly discussed,
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from requirements definition through early maintenance, as

are the prospects regarding future enhancement. Results of a

global self-analysis of the program are summarized.

As its title would suggest, the third chapter is devoted

to results of analysis of data obtained from using the tool

described in chapter II. The reader will bear in mind that

the findings reported in chapter III were not the primary end

of this thesis, and thus ought to be regarded as preliminary,

no less legitimate, but less significant than data analyses

that may be completed later.

Chapter IV concludes the thesis with a summary of

significant findings in non-statistical terms, including

comparisons of the various metrics on different criteria.

Recommendations are given for further research and practical

utilization of software metrics, particularly in the academic

environment.

The appendices to this paper are quite important as

documentation since they specify the algorithms or counting

strategies used to obtain the metrics in this study. They

serve as the only true basis for verifying the thesis and

they constitute one of the few extant and complete counting-

strategy specifications, perhaps the only such specifications

for the C and Ada languages. The bibliography is a complete

list of references to this written thesis, but is, of course,

far from being a complete bibliography for even one area of

software metrics.
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Background

Concern for Software Measurement

A critical prerequisite for progress in any scientific

endeavor is the ability to observe, and to measure.

Mathematician Lord Kelvin (6) wrote:

I often say that when you can measure what you are
speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when
you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a
meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning
of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts,
advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter
may be.

In software engineering, as in other engineering fields, the

development of reliable metrics and measuring tools will

precede the truly great advances.

Software metrics is a young area of software

engineering, having received very little attention prior to

the early 1970's. The discipline of software metrics

proposes to quantify the qualities of software and the

characteristics of software development. A software metric,

then, is a measure of the extent to which some particular

quality is characteristic of a software product or project.

Measures of progra complexity, correctness, testability,

resource estimation, personnel allocation, and effects of

programming methods have been developed, just to name a few.

Software metrics are categorized into measures of the

software development process and measures of the developed

(or developing) product. The metrics discussed in this paper

are product metrics; that is, they are obtained at some point
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in the development of a software product, usually at the

completion of program implementation. Software metrics may

be used at different points in the development of a system,

yielding information on the software development process, but

the metrics themselves are still classified as product

measures.

The metrics that are used in a particular situation

should be determined by the specific needs of the person

using them. The present state of software metrics, however,

is woefully primitive. The precise metrics that are needed

are usually not readily available. Currently available

metrics are non-standardized and notoriously imprecise. As

such, even when available, the metrics may only be safely

used as rough guides in most cases, not replacing human

judgement in making management decisions, for example.

As the quantity and sophistication of software

continually grows, so do the needs for better software

support environments, with good metrics tools. Neither these

tools nor reliable, fully tested metrics exist yet.

Moreover, time is not on the side of software metrics

development. A great amount of work lies ahead in developing

models and automatable measures of software behavior, and in

evaluating their usefulness and validating each measure with

empirical data. "Only when there is a wealth of data

supporting a particular hypothesis will the software

community believe in it." (1, p. 313).
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Not only must software metrics researchers develop a

sound basis for analyzing and evaluating software, and amass

great amounts of substantiating data, but also they must

overcome a largely negative perception of software metrics

held by the computer science community at large. This low

esteem, verbalized by Edsgar Dijkstra (11) and others, exists

for several reasons. One reason is the failure of software

metrics to be able to isolate and define the objects of

study! No statements of invariant principles, laws, and

relationships, such as characterize other scientific fields

of endeavor, have been forthcoming from software metrics

research. Theories about software are necessarily conceived

in a human, psychological context, resulting in a lack, so

far, of any sound theoretical framework within which to

perform further work. Software metrics also lacks a

collected and organized, large body of data from which to

draw. As a result of these problems, controlled experimental

methods and good data analysis have sometimes been difficult

to attain. Researchers should be not in the least deterred

by this ironic state of affairs, but rather, they should

respond with careful scientific activity to the call from

many organizations for experimentation and cataloguing of

useful data on software measurement.

Uses of Software Metrics

Software metrics are needed in several fields: in

technical and academic endeavors involving software
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engineering, and in software management. Due to increased

foreign competition and the awareness of the dominance of the

maintenance phase in the software life cycle, software

quality has become an increasingly important management

issue. Software quality assessment, therefore, is of

paramount concern throughout the entire software life cycle.

Measures of quality and complexity can be applied during the

design phase to facilitate selection among alternative

designs or to identify poorly designed components. Project

managers can thereby better assess the quality of a

developing system and control its design. Early in the

development of a software product project costs and schedules

might be better estimated using metrics as a guide; informed

decisions regarding allocation of project resources are

facilitated. The metrics can also be used to measure

programmer efficiency and productivity during implementation,

and to evaluate the effectiveness of programming methods.

Contractors may use metrics to establish more precise quality

standards, to measure compliance to the standards, and to

evaluate overall reliability of a software product.

During later phases of the software life cycle, software

metrics may be used to estimate testing effort, maintenance

requirements, or difficulty of enhancement of a program.

Maintenance consumes a large portion of a software budget,

and is most affected by program complexity (20), so measures

of complexity are among the most important in software

maintenance, useful for predicting effort and for monitorng
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the stability of an existing product. One possible use is to

decide whether to modify a piece of software or to redesign

it from scratch because it is so complex.

For the software engineers themselves, software metrics

potentially provide some tangible benefits. Feedback to

system designers and programmers indicate potential problems

early, so that higher quality code is constructed. Test

personnel can use quality and complexity metrics, applied

locally to code segments, to identify the modules which

require more exercise. Even the efficiency of a software

product is the subject of software metrics.

A number of uses for metrics in the academic environment

have been suggested. Complexity and size measures could aid

in evaluations of student programmers and programs.

Structure metrics, in particular, are appropriate to provide

feedback on software development, to evaluate the

effectiveness of programming methods and teaching methods, to

aid the student in understanding the software development

process, and even to detect and prevent plagiarism (25).

Definitions and Descriptions of Pertinent
Metrics

The models and product metrics used in the present study

fall generally into one of three categories: complexity,

structure, and size metrics. Program complexity metrics

attempt to assign a numeric value or values to the

complexity, that is, the degree of complication, intricacy or

difficulty of a program. The outstanding problem associated
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with measurement of 'complexity, however, is the uncertainty

concerning just what constitutes software complexity. An

individual might know a complex program when he writes one,

but just how complex is it? Two programmers might have

widely divergent estimates of the complexity of a given

program or section of code. Although complexity is clearly

an important attribute of software, there exists no generally

accepted definition for the concept; it may well be the least

known of all programming factors (4). Perhaps software

complexity is best understood as a measure of the resources

expended in creating a piece of software (28). Complexity is

believed to affect nearly every aspect of computer

programming. A robust complexity metric would make possible

accurate predictions of many software development parameters,

such as time and cost to develop, correctness, difficulty to

understand and debug, and error density, to name a few.

Knowing the complexity of a program would provide a basis for

meaningful comparison among algorithms, for example, and for

estimating the effort required to work with them.

Data flow complexity metrics. - Besides the lack of

agreement on a definition of complexity, there is poor

understanding and incomplete agreement even upon what things

contribute, and how much they contribute, to software

complexity. The models of software complexity that have been

proposed to date tend to regard complexity as a function of

either the data flow or control flow complexity found in a
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program. Data flow 'complexity is concerned with the way data

is structured, allocated and used within a program. Measures

such as span between data references, and usage of global

data have been developed to evaluate complexity from the

standpoint of data flow (20).

Span between data references. - Span is a measure of

the amount of data that must be understood while reading a

program. It is defined as the number of statements

interposed between two references to the same variable

identifier. This definition implies that even a fairly small

program will contain many spans. In order to reduce this

overabundance of numbers to meaning, this study considers

only two values for each subject program, the maximum span,

and the average span between data references for all

variables. Although this measure has no direct empirical

evidence to support its relation to the readability or

maintainability of a program, it is intuitively sound, based

as it is upon the locality of data within a program. One can

picture a programmer trying to trace all the actions upon a

variable, with all his fingers used up holding places in a

long program listing with multiple spans of fifty or a

hundred statements.

In a widely referenced study of 120 production PL/I

programs Elshoff (15) found that programs of over 100

statements had an average of 162 spans of 100 or more

statements. One fourth of the programs studied had spans
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exceeding 1000 statements. Span represents a measure of how

much must be remembered by a person reading the program, and

on the basis of his findings on span, Elshoff recommended a

more disciplined approach to information flow programming.

Percentage of global variables. - The number of global

variables is measured as a percentage of total number of data

variables, as an indicator of data flow complexity. Wulf and

Shaw (31) argue convincingly for the restriction of global

variable usage. One would expect that "better" programmers

would make more use of parameters for data communication

within programs and of local variables, but just the opposite

was consistently the case in an experiment conducted at the

University of Maryland (13). In an unrelated study involving

successive enhancements of a particular systems program (2),

the occurrences of global variables as a percentage of all

data variables was one of the most dramatically affected

program aspects. As the code was examined, reevaluated and

enhanced, the percentage fell from 51.3 percent to 16.1

percent.

Routines with global references. - In programs

consisting of several segments, understandability is

adversely affected by a high frequency of side effects, that

is, by instances of a local procedure altering non-local

data. The segment-global references metric specifies the

number of segments (routines, procedures or functions) that

contain one or more references to a global variable. This
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figure is divided by the total number of routines in the

program to obtain the relative percentage figure of segments

having global references. Either figure may then be used to

determine the likelihood that a program segment changes the

value of, or depends upon the value of, one or more global

variables.

Segment-global usage pair. - This measure, like

routines with global references, is based on the use of

global data within the program. Also like the global

references measure, its usefulness is unproven in several

studies (2, 3). The potential usage pair (PUP) is the number

of times a subroutine could reference a global variable,

computed as the product of number of subroutines and number

of global variables. To obtain the actual usage pair (AUP),

the actual number of times a subroutine either accesses or

modifies a global variable is found. The quotient AUP/PUP

then is the relative usage pair (RUP), a direct measure of

the probability that an arbitrary subroutine references a

given global variable.

Control flow complexity metrics. - Control flow

complexity is concerned with how complex the flow of control

is within a program. Every person with programming

experience will attest that control flow is assuredly a

dominant factor in overall software complexity, so control

flow complexity measures have a definite intuitive appeal.

Many measures have been advanced, moreover, to gauge this
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category of complexity. Most of the techniques merely

measure the density of control transfers within the program.

Four are used in this study.

Number of IF statements. - This quantity, perhaps the

simplest program aspect to quantify, is discussed by Basili

(3) and Elshoff (15). It is included in this study precisely

because of its simplicity, to test how it performs compared

to more involved program aspects. The IF statement is so

ubiquitous as to justifiably serve as a stand-alone measure

of the logical complexity of a unit of code. An interesting

finding of the Basili study was the significant reduction in

IF statements when a disciplined programming methodology was

used. Chen's data on productivity of COBOL programming

revealed a surprisingly strong negative relationship between

the number of IF statements and programmer productivity as

measured in source statements written per hour (4).

Logical complexity metrics: CL and cl. - In addition to

IF statements, each conditional loop and case statement

involves an alternative control transfer. Such statements,

then, are "binary decisions" in the program's logic and

contribute to its absolute logical complexity, CL (20). The

relative logical complexity, cl, is computed as the ratio of

absolute logical complexity to the total number of statements

in the program. These two numbers present another simple

means of analyzing program complexity. In the Basili study

(3) complexity as measured by CL and cl was reduced by an
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adherance to a disciplined programming methodology. Also,

algorithms implemented by individuals tended to have fewer

decision statements than those done by teams of programmers.

McCabe's cyclomatic complexity. - McCabe (23) has

proposed a control complexity metric based on a static

control flow graph of the program. A control flow graph is a

directed graph, each node of which represents a block of

purely sequential statements and each edge of which

represents a potential path of control transfer between

nodes. The cyclomatic number of a graph, V(G), is calculated

as

V(G) = e - n + 2p

where e is the number of edges, n the number of nodes, and p

the number of connected components of the graph. V(G) is the

number of basic paths through a program's logic.

The cyclomatic number may be calculated as one plus the

number of branches in a program, and in practice it usually

is. Branches include all binary decisions in a program's

logic (absolute logical complexity), but may also count

alternatives in case statements. The control complexity is

certainly increased by the parallel execution of processes

within a program, so multiple tasks within a concurrent

control construct may also contribute to cyclomatic

complexity. In this study they do; both the extension for

case statement alternatives and that for tasks are included.

A third extension, proposed by Myers(24) is not included.
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The Myers extension to the cyclomatic number counts each

binary logical operator in a conditional statement as

contributing to the cyclomatic number.

McCabe's metric is widely accepted and intuitively

satisfying as a complexity measure because it represents the

amount of program logic that must be understood and retained

to understand an algorithm. Moreover there is ample

empirical evidence to support its use.

The cyclomatic complexity measure is usefully applied to

individual segments of a program in order to locate those

segments that should be broken down into finer tasks, with a

value of ten suggested for the upper limit of complexity for

routines (24). Curtis, et al. (9,10) found cyclomatic

complexity useful in predicting programmer performance in

certain debugging tasks, and concluded that it, along with

Halstead's effort metric, was a good measure of the

"psychological complexity" of software. The cyclomatic

number yields information on program complexity that is not

available from simply a casual examination of the code. In a

1981 study, Comer, et al.(5) found that the measure was not

significantly correlated with, thus not a reliable predictor

of, intuitive complexity. Other researchers (21,27) have

found the cyclomatic number useful in different phases of

software engineering.

Hybrid metrics. - Various hybrid metrics have been

proposed to take into account the effects of both data and
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control flow in determining complexity (20,26). Although the

components of such combinations of measures have been

independently validated, they have not been combined to

synergistic advantage in measuring complexity. This study

proposes and tests two easily derived hybrid values as

potential measures of overall program complexity.

Relative complexity. - Relative usage pairs and

relative logical complexity represent the ratios of complex

program elements to the total number of elements in the

program. Averaging these two values yields an equally

weighted measure of data flow and control flow complexity;

the value, normally between 0.0 and 1.0, is designated the

relative density measure.

Absolute complexity. - The product of two absolute

counts of complexity-causing program elements, global

variables and cyclomatic number, yields a measure of data

flow complexity as compounded by control flow complexity.

Since it is a product of two values, doubling both factors

would result in an absolute complexity that is four times

larger, corresponding to notions of complexity being an

exponential function of size.

Structure metrics. - A structure metric is used to

measure conformity to a particular structured programming

standard, and may be as simple as a count of the GOTO

statements used in a program (12). GOTO statement use is, in
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fact, closely correlated to measures of programmer

productivity (4). Several of the foregoing complexity

metrics and many of the size metrics in the latter part of

this cahpter can be considered structure metrics as well.

Segment entry and exit. - One of the foremost

principles of structured programming is that every construct

should have a single entry and a single exit. This metric

counts violations of this rule and gives the average number

of entries and exits per routine, whose ideal and minimum

value is two.

Size of routines. - It is frequently advocated that the

physical length of modules or procedures be limited; many

small modules are to be favored over a single large module,

in keeping with the concepts of stepwise refinement and

top-down programming. Often the maximum suggested module

length is expressed in lines of source code. This study

computes the average length of routines in units of both

lines of code and number of statements.

Size metrics. - Although many of the complexity metrics

also reflect program size, pure size measures are also

needed, along with reliable models for combining the two

aspects into estimators of total effort, programmer

productivity, or other parameters. The primary problems in

measuring the size of software are the choice of units of

measurement and the impracticality of measuring size in all
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but the simplest of units (8). The easiest measure to

obtain, and the most freqUently used, is LOC, lines of source

code. The number of lines of code, by itself, accounts for

much of the variation in program complexity (9), programmer

productivity, and maintenance requirements. Frequently, LOC

has outperformed more complex metrics in predicting certain

software development parameters.

The number of statements, number of routines, and number

of operations are equally reasonable measures of program

length. However, each of these measures of program size is

strictly one dimensional, and no published studies have yet

claimed that any one of them accurately predicts programming

resource requirements. A multidimensional model of program

size seems more promising. More than one factor is involved

in program size, and any model that considers only one facter

is destined to provide inadequate results for the general

case. However, it may prove to be as impossible to develop a

robust size model with a few variables and their

interrelationships as it would be to try to enumerate all the

possible factors that contribute to program complexity.

To date, one of the most imaginative and ingenious

models of software, including software size, has been

developed by Maurice Halstead (19). Halstead invented a

system of metrics that in one sense is four dimensional as

all the metrics are ultimately based upon four counts of

elementary entities that are found in every algorithm. This

attractive system, labeled software physics, caught the
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imagination of numerous researchers, who set about to verify

Halstead's theories empirically; these attempts have met with

varying degrees of success. Some have seriously questioned

the theoretical basis underlying Halstead's model; Halstead's

laudable attempt to bring theory from the realm of psychology

to bear on software development has been widely discounted

(7,28). Halstead's theory has been the basis for

considerable investigation, and rather impressive

correlations have been discovered between certain of

Halstead's metrics and such measures as code quality,

programming time, and debugging effort.

Operator and operand counts. - Counts of unique

operators (nl), unique operands (n2), total operator usage

(Ni), and total operand usage (N2) form the basis for the

remainder of the software physics measures. In this scheme

operands are the variables and constants that a particular

program employs. Most other tokens or pairs of tokens such

as pairs of parentheses, then, are the operators if they

specify some action on the operands. A few language

entities, including non-executable code and comments, are

often considered to be neither operators nor operands. There

are no firm rules as to exactly what is to be considered an

operator and what an operand in any given language; Halstead

felt that all tokens are self-evidently either operators or

operands, or neither. Herein lies a source of considerable

disgruntlement with Halstead's software science model, and
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justifiably so. Each individual researcher has had to go his

own way, enumerating for himself all the operators, operands,

operator pairs, and so on, in the language in which he

happens to be working. But in the end, he has no idea

whether his data is directly comparable to other data from

software science experiments. Salt (29) recommends that at

the very least researchers carefully explain the counting

stategy they have used in experiments involving operator and

operand counts, when they publish findings. In themselves,

operator and operand counts are not very interesting, or very

useful. A great wealth of size metrics and alleged

complexity metrics are calculable, though, when one has found

these four quantities, or found even two of them.

vther Halstead metrics. - From the basic operator and

operand counts Halstead defines vocabulary, the number of

distinct "objects" as

n = nl + n2.

The implementation length N is the sum of operator and

operand occurrences:

N = NI + N2.

This measure of implementation length has proven useful in

actual practice to provide feedback to programmers on the

size and/or complexity of their code. Modules having a large

N are likely to contain errors, and certain installations use

a predetermined value of N as the upper limit on module size

(28).
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If nl and n2 are known, but Ni and N2 are unavailable,

as could be the case at some point in the middle of the

design of a software system, length may be estimated by the

equation

N' = nl log2(nl) + n2 log2(n2)

This length estimating equation was tested on twenty

algorithms published in the Communications of the ACM in 1961

and 1962, and reasonably good length estimation was achieved

using the above formula. Various researchers have claimed to

have validated the length equation; the results of their

empirical research have been reported in terms of correlation

coefficients between N' and N. However it is questionable

whether correlation coefficients are very meaningful in this

context. Correlations prove that a relation does or does not

exist between two random variables, but does not say what

that relationship might be. Many of the correlations are

based on very small samples. Moreover, other estimating

formulas for length correlate as strongly with observed

length as does N' (22). In fact, 10n2 fit N better than did

N' for the data of Elshoff (14, 22). One would expect the

length equation to be invariant for all programming

languages, but in order to obtain good estimates with the

length equation in languages other than FORTRAN, a good deal

of "tuning" of the counting method is sometimes necessary

(16). Subtle variations in the counting scheme greatly

affect some of the metrics.
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A second overall size metric, volume, represents the

minimum number of bits required to hold the program.

V = N log2(n)

The units of volume are bits, to express program size

independently of how the algorithm is represented in a

particular code implementation. The volume metric enables

one to measure the change in size that occurs when moving an

algorithm from one programming language to another.

Potential volume (V*) is derived to represent minimal volume

of an algorithm, and is independent of the programming

language used:

V* = (2 + n2*) log2(2 + n2*).

Potential volume depends on n2*, which is weakly defined as

the number of "conceptually unique" input and output

parameters in an algorithm. The value of n2* obviously

depends upon the level of abstraction - at a high enough

level the number of conceptually distinct parameters can be

regarded as one. For purposes of this study it was deemed

unreasonable to attempt to find potential volume.

The level of a program L is given by

L = V* / V

and is a quantitative measure of how compact the program is.

When n2* is unknown, level is estimated by the equation

L' = (2 / nl) (n2 / N2)

which, according to Halstead (19), correlates at 0.90 with L

and can be taken as an alternate definition of program

level. The so called intelligence count, I, is
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I = L'V.

This is purported to be a' measure of "how much a program

says". By definition I estimates V*. Because the

intelligence content of a program appears to remain constant

from one programming language to another (20), this metric

holds out hope for measuring the size of an algorithm

independently of the language in which it is expressed.

The inverse of the program's abstraction level (1/L) is

said to equal the number of "mental discriminations"

required, on the average, for each mental comparison. From

this it follows that the total effort (measured in number of

mental discriminations) required to generate a program is

given by

E = V / L.

In the study by Curtis et al. (10), E was the best among

three predictors of debugging time. E may also be used as a

measure of program clarity; Gordon (18) verified this use of

the effort measure on pairs of programs representing clear

and less clear versions of the same algorithm. Gordon also

showed that programs containing impurities, such as

unfactored arithmetic expressions and unwarranted

assignments, required more effort to understand, according to

the effort metric, than optimized code. In other studies

(17, 27) E is shown to be a valid indicator of number of bugs

in a program, and testing effort.

The time to implement a program should be reflected in

E. Halstead borrowed the psychological concept of a
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"moment", using the Stroud number (30) of 18 mental

discriminations per second to estimate implementation time,

in seconds:

T = E / 18.

Given the uncertainty of the applicability of the Stroud

number to software development, the time equation probably

conveys little except that programming time is a linear

function of effort. The final software physics measure is

language level of a programming language, and is given by:

lambda = LV*

or

lambda = LZV

This metric was invented in an attempt to formalize and

quantify our feelings about the relative levels of

programming languages, and Halstead's own data tend to

confirm the language level measure (see Table I).

TABLE I

HALSTEAD'S LANGUAGE LEVEL DATA

Language Lambda
----------------------------
English 2.16
PL/I 1.53
Algol 58 1.21
FORTRAN 1.14
Pilot 0.92

However, attempts to duplicate these results have not

always succeeded, which is disturbing in view of Halstead's

assertion tha language level "remains constant for any one

language". Twenty ALGOL60 algorithms selected from
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Communications of the ACM had an average language level of

0.51. This unexpected result may say more about the nature

of the published algorithms or about the courting method used

than about Algol60 or the language level metric itself.

Procedures, Scope and Significance

Data Collection

The procedures used for developing and maintaining a

measurement program are detailed in chapter II. Using this

tool, program metrics reports were obtained from 282

individual source code files. These ranged in length from 5

to 932 lines of code, the mean length being 82 lines, for a

total analysis of 20,533 lines of code. The length in bits

(Halstead's units of length) ranged from 8 to 3372.

Data for analysis came from four sources. First, the

measurement program did a thorough self-analysis of its

ninety-six separate Pascal code files, ranging from 5 to 215

lines of code, or 8 to 154 bits. None of the files analyzed

consisted of a complete Pascal program. In addition, the

complete Pascal measurement program itself was measured.

The second source of programs for measurement and

analysis was a set of fifty-eight Ada programs written to

fulfill requirements for a graduate level computer science

course at North texas State University. The authors of the

programs varied in their experience with Ada from almost none

to several years. The program lengths varied from 6 to 412

lines, or from 14 to 1317 bits.
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Finally, one hundred and twenty-six C source files were

measured during the data gathering phase. Seventy-nine of

these were written by highly experienced C programmers, while

the others were source files that made up a small data base

system, written by a programmer with little previous

experience in the language. The C programs were from 7 to

932 lines in length, and from 8 to 3372 bits, by Halstead's

measure.

Data Analysis

The raw measurement data obtained during the data

collection phase was reentered as input to a statistical

program for analysis. The purpose of this procedure was to

explore three different categories of relationships: 1)

various possible relationships and redundancies among the

metrics themselves, 2) relationships between the metrics and

the few other known properties of the programs being

measured, and 3) comparisons of the results of this

experiment to previously published results.

It was anticipated that strong relationships existed

between many of the metrics, so strong that some could be

considered to be measuring the same thing and thus be totally

unnecessary. It was one of the purposes of this experiment

to measure the strength of relationships among the metrics,

primarily by obtaining correlation statistics between

metrics. In addition, one of the purposes was to develop

rough profiles of the different languages used in the study,
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via unique operator counts, language level, program level,

and some of the structure metrics. Little has been published

in this area, yet few statistics are necessarily involved,

only the computing of means and variances for each metric

over each language.

Since the procedures making up the set of Pascal data

could be ranked (partly subjectively) according to

development and maintenance effort, one highly important

subject of this study was to find among the metrics a strong

predictor of programming effort. Candidates for this

predictor include nearly all the size and complexity

measures, and well as combinations of them. Specifically,

the analysis was attempting to provide support for the use of

the more simply obtained metrics as opposed to Halstead's

effort metric, by showing the simpler metrics to be as strong

of predictors of programming effort as E is. Again, measures

of correlation are appropriate to discover these

relationships. Since only ordinal and nominal level of

measurement was attained in measuring effort, however, a less

powerful, non-parametric measure of correlation, Kendall's

tau, was used.

Finally, the experiment was designed to produce

statistics on language level and length estimators that were

directly comparable to published figures on these metrics and

models. Some published studies seriously question the

validity of these and other metrics; this study seeks to

provide good evidence either for or against them.
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Scope and Significance

The major contribution of this thesis to the computer

sciences program at this university and to the software

engineering community at large is the development of the

multilingual software metrics tool outlined in chapter II.

The other findings reported in this thesis are

pertinent, but are of secondary importance. The findings are

limited in scope in that only a non-representative subset of

all the programming languages were considered, and also in

that only programs and program segments under 1000 lines long

were studied closely. The conclusions of the study may not

contribute directly to finding that elusive formula for

predicting programming effort, but are significant in that

they are some of the first to be based upon a wide diversity

of software, in terms of the software's level of complexity,

and the plurality of programming languages in which the

programs were written. Many of the compilation units

measured were small modules in a much larger overall system

of programs, so a fairly wide range of complexity is claimed

to have been observed. Moreover, we offer no apologies for

confining this particular study to smaller units of software,

for if the science of software metrics is to claim any

validity, it will not ignore any particular size range of

programming, especially the size range in which the majority

of programs are still written today.
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The results obtained from this experiment do in any case

contribute to the needed volume of data on software metrics

performance, and as such, should serve to better direct some

future expenditure of resources in the development and

research of software metrics.
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'tHAPTER II

A MULTILINGUAL SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT TOOL

In order to rapidly apply some software metrics to real

programs, an automated, multilingual program analysis tool

was developed. This chapter describes this valuable tool,

called Program Measurement Program (PMP).

Languages and Metrics Supported

Languages Supported.

The PMP system was designed to be able to analyze

programs of moderate size written in any of several different

programming languages. A single measurement program is to be

favored over a family of such tools for several reasons.

First, a single tool insures equitable application of the

metrics to the different languages. For results involving

programs written in several different languages to be

directly comparable, analogous constructs of different

languages must be handled in the same manner. Users of

separate measurement tools can have little confidence that

this basic requirement is being met. Statistics obtained

using separate measurement tools would be of doubtful

significance since no standards exist for calculating

software metrics and the algorithms employed by any two

measurement programs are likely to be inequivalent. The

unique value of the PMP, in fact, is its applicability to

34
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several languages and the resulting reduction in potential

for measurement error. A second advantage of the single

measurement tool approach is simply ease of maintenance.

In the original version of PMP, only standard Pascal and

a subset of PL/I was supported. Currently metrics are

accurately obtainable from programs written in any of twelve

versions of four high level languages, using this tool. The

PMP is designed so that other languages may be added later,

but because of the structure of the lexical scanner, only

free form languages can realistically be added. The

measurement tool could not readily be modified to parse

column dependent programs, such as those written in FORTRAN,

COBOL, or assembly language.

In addition to standard Pascal, PMP is capable of

analyzing programs from any of the following variations of

Pascal: Apple Pascal (an extension of UCSD Pascal), Berkeley

Pascal, the Stanford Pascal, TI Pascal (for the TI 990

minicomputer), and VAX/ll Pascal. Each of these versions

extensively enlarges the language, and there are few

similarities among the extensions of the various versions.

PL/I versions that are fully supported are ANS PL/I, PL/C,

PL/I-F, and programs written for the PL/I Checkout and OS

PL/I Optimizing compilers. Ada is fully supported, and one

version of C, Berkeley C, is supported. Although the PMP is

not aware of built in functions that are unique to other

versions of these languages, it produces meaningful and

correct statistics for all but the most unusually
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implementation-dependent programs in any version of the four

languages.

Metrics Supported.

Chapter I discusses the metrics which PMP computes for

each input program. A concise listing of these metrics is

provided in Table II, and below, a brief, general explanation

is given of the algorithms used for finding the metrics.

Detailed counting strategies, specific for each language, may

be examined in Appendices A through D.

The most-. complicated parameters to extract from a source

program are the operator and operand counts. A complete

counting strategy involves classifying as operator or operand

every entity that can be found in a program. Program tokens

are sometimes classified differently in different contexts; a

single symbol may be considered as one of two or three

different operators, depending on its context. Since no

definitive enumeration of operators and operands has ever

been given, a person may not assume that the definitions used

in this study are correct. Rather, the details of the

counting strategy are given in the appendices so that they

may be subjected to testing and evaluation.
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TABLE II

LIST OF SOFTWARE METRICS INCORPORATED INTO THE PROGRAM
MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

1. Halstead software science metrics
Unique operators nl
Unique operands n2
Operator occurrences NI
Operand occurrences N2
Vocabulary n
Length N
Calculated length N'
Volume V
Program level L
Intelligence content I (estimates V*)
Effort E
Time T
Language level lambda

2. McCabe's cyclomatic complexity
3. Adjusted Cyclomatic complexity
4. Number of IF statements
5. Absolute logical complexity CL
6. Relative logical complexity cl
7. Number of data variables
8. Number of global variables
9. Percentage of global variables

10. Maximum span
11. Average span
12. Number of statements
13. Number of GOTO statements
14. Lines of code
15. Number of entry and exit points from procedures in excess

of the minimum possible.
16. Average number of entry and exit points per procedure.
17. Number of routines
18. Average statements per routine
19. Average lines per routine
20. Percentage of routines with global references
21. Segment-global usage pair AUP/PUP
22. Relative complexity
23. Absolute complexity (data/control complexity product)

Cyclomatic number is computed without producing an

actual control flow graph, by adding one to the number of

non-sequential control transfers in a program (1). All

unconditional branches, selection, iteration, and concurrent

language constructs, and alternatives in case statements are
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taken as control transfers. These are universally identified

by key words or other symbols of the language. The number of

IF statements and absolute logical complexity are similarly

computed, by counting ocurrences of specific key words.

User identifiers that are referenced in a program and

that refer to data objects are counted as data variables.

Multiple variables with the same name are counted as unique

variables if they are so declared. Global variables are

those that are declared or referenced in the main program.

External variables are not counted as global variables unless

the main program references them, since their visibility

normally has to be defined in each block of the program.

Total span for a program is found by remembering the

first and last references to each variable in the program,

and summing the differences between the last and first

statement numbers. Since there are n-I spans for a variable

that is used in n number of statements, average span is

computed by dividing total span by the summation of the n-I

values for all variables.

In the C, PL/I, and Ada languages, the number of

statements are counted by counting semicolons. In Pascal,

only semicolons that are necessary syntactically are

counted. Additionally, in Pascal, the statement counter is

incremented once for each BEGIN-END, CASE-END, and

{tPSAL-JNUIL statement. Finally, lines of code (LOC) is

measured as the number of non-blank lines of source code,

including comment lines.
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Limitations

The Program Measurement Program considers reserved words

and predefined identifiers as key words that may not be

redefined in a program. Redefining of identifiers is poor

practice anyway, and programs that do so will likely be

imperfectly measured by PMP. This restriction is most severe

in C, a language in which any language symbol can be easily

redefined by a "#define" directive. A second limitation of

PMP is that if an identifier is a predeii jdnLi e Wn

any one version of a language, this program considers it as a

prwk1 t .ed identifier in all versions of that language. A

user may easily override Ltha normal interpretation of any

language symbol, though, with a temporary alteration to the

key word table for that language. Finally, programs

submitted to the PMP for analysis should be free of syntax

errors, as results are unpredictable, though not usually

disastrous, for programs containing synaax ecor,

-to li r:Z: i-tre

Data Structures.

PMP is table driven, A o . e { y words and symbols

stores all the predefined symbols of every ltrg:-gy and 1s

initialized with the classification for each symbol for the

Iarguge 2lrr euly being used. A command anywhere in the

input stream to change languages causes the program to input

a new set of classes from an external file., The or .jram uses
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five other global symbol tables in addition to the table of

key wocds; these are for tabling variable and type names,

labels, procedures, Nrid litecals. Entries in the tables are

described by the Pascal record decl rabions i Table 11T.

Along with the numerous state variables, these six tables

store the data needed for obtaining the program measures.

Hashing is used to access entries in any of the tables,

except in the key words table, where a binary search is

used.

TABLE III

PASCAL TYPE DECLARATIONS FOR SYMBOL TABLE ENTRIES AND
OTHER DATA STRUCTURES

type
Char2 = arrayj[1..2] of char;
Charl2 = array [i..12] of char;
Char20 = array[ l...20] of char;

Constrecord = record (* for literal constants *)
Itself :Char20;
Counter :integer
end;

Identrecord = record (* for user identifiers *)
Itself :Char20;
Counter :integer;
Identifiertype: (vartype,consttype,typetype);
Inprocnumber :integer;
Global :boolean;
Firststmt : integer;
Recentstmt :integer;
Uniqstmtsused : integer
end;

Labelrecord = record (* for statement labels *)
Itself :Char20;
Ctrexternal :integer;
Inprocnumber :integer;
Lastreffrom : integer;
Ctrinternal : integer
end;
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Keytokenrecord = record (* key words and symbols *)
Keytoken :Charl2;
Counter :integer;
Class :Classes (* Classes is a lengthy enumerated

type *)
end;

Procrecord = record (* for procedures *)
Itself :Char20;
Counter :integer;
Declared :boolean;
Referencesglobals:boolean
end;

Shrtconstrecord = record (* for 1 or 2-character literals *)
It :Char2;
Counter :integer
end;

Tokenrecord = record (* data on current token *)
Itself :Char20;
Class :Classes;
Table: (ident,keyword,labl,constant,shrtconstant,

proc);
Index :integer
end;

Queueindex = 0..6;
Qtype = array[Queueindex] of Tokenrecord;

A small, circular queue maintains necessary information

on the program tokens currently being processed, and is long

enough for. look-right and look-left of three tokens.

Parallel stacks are used for keeping track of current

procedures for languages with procedure nesting, and for

keeping track of statement nesting within each procedure.

Procedures

PMP runs under the UNIX operating system, and is

intended to be used interactively. At the top level, PMP

consists of calls to four initialization routines, and a loop

in which one file is processed and the user is prompted for
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the next code file.' Figure 1 is a graphical hierarchy chart

of the top three or four levels of the program. In addition

to specifying the files to be processed, the user may

request, during program initialization, various level of

diagnostic information to be printed as a program is

processed. This feature was intended primarily for testing

and debugging purposes.

The PROCESSFILE procedure opens and processes the file

named in the input parameter, which should contain one

compilation unit of a subject source program. PROCESSFILE is

recursive so that include files named in the top level file,

or in any of the included files, are also processed.

Separate versions of PMP either apply the metrics globally to

the top level file and all included files, or measure the

code in the named top level file only. The latter is

accomplished by localizing many of the state variables and

disabling most modifications to the symbol tables by lower

level files. In either version, though, included files are

at least scanned. PROCESSFILE makes a single pass over the

file, calling the GETTOKEN (the lexical scanner) and

PROCESSATOKEN procedures to analyze the program one symbol at

a time. When the end of the subject program is reached,

PROCESSFILE calls the METRICSREPORT procedure to print a

report identifying the program just processed and showing the
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results of the measurements made.
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Figure l--PMP Hierarchy Chart

The current token and associated data is input as a

parameter to PROCESSATOKEN. PROCESSATOKEN refers the token

in turn to three subprograms. The first of these,

RECLASSIFY, definitively classifies the token taking into

consideration the context in which it is found. This

critical procedure is difficult to maintain since it is the

longest in the program, and the overall program is sensitive

to minor changes in the procedure. RECLASSIFY does not

modify any global data objects, except for changing the token

classif ication. ALTERCONTEXT, the second subprogram, alters
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program state variables appropriately, based on the current

state and the classification of the token. Last, procedure

ALTERTABLES modifies the symbol tables, again according to

the current state of the affected table and the token's

classification.

Performance and Portability

The Program Measurement Program was implemented in UNIX

Pascal on a VAX 11/780 computer. It is a small program by

most standards, certainly smaller than most compilers.

Ninety-eight routines make up the program; the size of the

load module is 92K bytes.

The source code itself of PMP was input to the system

and it was found to contain 1110 statements, have a

vocabulary of 1020 operators and operands, a length of 9860

bits, and consist of 2734 lines of Pascal code. Its

estimated length, by the length equation, was 9353 bits.

Notwithstanding its small size, the program is complex,

according to the applicable metrics. Specifically, the

relative logical complexity is 0.35, and the data/control

complexity product is very high at 50440. Halstead's T, the

estimator of time to understand the program is 1086 hours.

The primary factor limiting transport of this system to

some computers is its size. The global data in the program

requires at least 31K bytes of memory by itself. The program

would have to be segmented in order to move it to most

systems without virtual storage. Since most of the
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procedures down to the fourth hierarchical level of the

program are invoked once for every token that is found,

segmenting the program would seriously degrade its

performance. PMP was implemented, however, with portability

as a major objective. As a result, the program contains

fewer than ten non-standard Pascal statements. All are input

or output statements that are localized in two places:

diagnostic routines and one of the input procedures for the

three internal input files variables. The two parameter form

of the RESET statement is used in three places. Several

statements WRITE enumerated scalar identifiers to the output

text file. These, however, are the only system dependent

types of statement in this program.

In its present implementation, PMP processes

approximately 1250 lines of code per minute. Program

initialization requires one half second; an equal time period

is consumed to produce the report and reinitialize the system

between any two programs. To the date of this writing, PMP

has been used to process programs ranging up to its own

length in size, i.e. 2700 lines. By further enlarging the

symbol tables, it should handle much larger programs spread

over numerous separate files.

Development, Testing and Maintenance

Much of the difficulty associated with the development

of this system was in defining the problem. When

specifications were complete, the system was designed over a
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two month period. Design consisted of layouts of tables,

pseudocode for each routine, and a hierarchy chart. The

initial version of the program was incrementally coded and

tested over another period of two months. A good deal of

redesign and reimplementation took place at this time to make

the system conform to specifications.

After Pascal and PL/I were implemented and partially

tested, the requirements documentation, design and program

were supplemented to add the capability of processing Ada

programs. During this phase the capability of handling

external program units was added. The enhancements for Ada

and include files required one more month, but only increased

the size of the object code by 15%.

The sixth month in the life of the system was spent

mostly in modifying the program requirements and design to

handle the C language. Actual changes to the source code

required less than a week, including the time spent for

debugging. Including enhancements to the user interface that

were also made at the time, the size of the object code

increased by 10% more. Some of this increase was due to a

twofold increase in the size of the key words table, as 400

more key words and symbols were added to complete the table

for the many versions of languages supported by the program.

It is expected that the addition of a fifth language to the

system would increase the size of it by much less than 10%.

Test data for the program consisted of several small

code files for each language, specifically written to test
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all features of the language and all parts of PMP. During

the early stages of data collection, the program was run in

diagnostic mode in order to detect any further functional

errors in the program. Diagnostic mode was used until no

more errors were being found and testing was considered

complete.

Several software support tools were developed to

facilitate development of the program, in addition to the

many software development tools already available on UNIX.

These consisted primarily of programs to create, modify, and

print key words and classification table entries for each

language.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMS

Relationships Among Metrics

Using the program measurement tool described in Chapter

II, measurements were made of more than two hundred programs

during the data collection phase of this thesis. The

measurements are summarized in Table IV. These data were

obtained from the wide variety of programs described in

Chapter I, and are representative of software in the smaller

size range.

TABLE IV

VALUES OF METRICS FOR ALL DATA ANALYZED

Metric Minimum Maximum Mean

nl unique operators 5 277 29.5
n2 unique operands 1 724 34.8
N1 operator usage 5 5464 225.1
N2 operand usage 1 3735 118.5
n vocabulary 8 1001 64.3
N length 8 9199 343.5
N' estimated length 16.4 9125.4 370.7
V volume 26.6 91688.5 2515.7
L program level 0.001 0.476 0.059
I intell. content 5.9 130.0 33.0
E effort (elementary

mental discriminations)
T time (hours)
lambda language level
Cyclomatic number
Cyclomatic number adj.
IF statements
GOTO statements
CL abs. logical cplx.
cl rel. logical cplx.
Data variables

90.0
0.001
0.071
1
1
0
0
0
0.000
0

65511380.2
1011.0

36.4
477
399
291
72

361
5.000

408

581189.7
9.0
1.52

17.7
16.2
10.2
0.92
14.3
0.375

22.9
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Global variables
Percentage global
Maximum span
Average span
Statements
Lines of Code
Extra entries and exits
Avg entries and exits
Routines
Statements/routine
Lines/routine
Routines with global refs
Percentage of routines w

global references
Actual Usage Pairs
Potential Usage Pairs
Relative Usage Pair
Absolute Complexity
Relative Complexity

0
0.0
0
0.0
1
6
0
2.0
1
1.0
5.5

.0

0.0
00
0
0.0
0

0.0

96
100.0
850
53.2

1084
2608

14
2.800

89
142.0
215.0

73

100.0
341

7209
1.0

38637
2.500

The relationships among this plethora of metrics in

Table IV interests us as well as the range of values and

means; many of the metrics are quite closely related. Table

V lists pairs of metrics which are correlated so highly as to

make one believe that they are measuring essentially the same

factor. Table V is by no means complete, moreover. In point

of fact, of the more than 500 possible pairs of metrics

studied, sixty--two, or eleven percent, exhibit correlations

exceeding 0.94.
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11.3
75.4
26.8
3.3

42.8
94.0
0.215
2.013
3.96

12.0
27.6
1.92

55.4
11.3

107.6
0.536

567.6
0.461
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TABLE V

CLOSELY RELATED METRICS

-- om- - y .' i s "-! ! -------! " 1 ! 11!!- --! n
First

Variable

Lines of Code
Data variables
Lines of Code
Statements
Lines of Code
Statements
Maxi mm span
Maximum span
IF statements
Cyclomatic number
IF statements
CL abs. logical cplx.
Maximum span
Statements
Lines of Code
CycIO'rmai tic vinber
Cyclomatic number adj.
Lines of Code
Statements
Maximum span

Correlation
Coeff icient

.979

.965
.972
.981
.973
.961
.967
.972
.977
.993

.986

.998

.985
.987
990

.980

.980

.988

.978

. 982

Second
Va ria ble

Statements
n vocabulary
n vocabulary
Maximum span
Maximum span
Average span
Average span
Cyclomatic number
Cyclomatic number
Cyclomatic number adj.
Cyclomatic number adj.
Cyclomatic number adj.
N length
N length
N length
N length
N length
V volume
V volume
V volume

The extremely high correlations between some of these

properties of algorithm representations, coupled with the

consistently much weaker observed relationships between these

metrics and the software development and maintenance

parameters they may be used to estimate, show the futility of

obtaining numerous software metrics for management purposes.

According to this data, essentially the same information is

available from a smaller and less expensive selection oE

product metrics as from a large collection of them.

The span metrics, specifically, are so closely related

to lines of code and number of statements over the spectrum
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of programs measured that there can be little added benefit

in measuring span, once the number of statements is known.

Several simple metrics correlate so highly with Halstead's

more complex metrics that little can possibly be gained from

collecting several of Halstead's metrics.

The effect of program size upon metrics that do not

measure size directly concerns this thesis. These indirect

relationships concern us in every experiment in which

programs of unequal size are compared, so it is wise to

determine which statistics are and are not affected. Taking

.05 as the confidence level and number of statements as the

measure of program size, we determine which of the complexity

and structure metrics are not dependent on the number of

statements. The null hypothesis, that each metric is

unrelated to program size is tested for each of the dependent

variables, that is, the values of each of the other metrics.

No attempt is made to ascertain the nature of such a

relationship here, only that one does or does not exist.

Only four metrics were found to be independent of

program size at the chosen level of confidence; these were

language level, relative logical complexity (cl), percentage

of routines with global references, and lines per routine.

Table VI below lists the complexity and structure metrics

studied which are not correlated, or are only weakly

correlated with program size.
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TABLE VI

STRUCTURE AND COMPLEXITY METRICS ONLY WEAKLY
RELATED TO PROGRAM SIZE

Correlation to
Variable of statements Significance

Program level - .314 .001
Language level - .124 *
Statements per routine .158 .05
Lines per routine .123 *
Relative Usage Pair - .231 .001
Percentage routines w

global references - .020 *
Extra entries and exit .408 .001
Avg entries and exits .286 .001
Pct. global variables - .422 .001
cl rel. logical cplx. - .043 *
Relative Complexity - .194 .005
--------------------------------

*not significant (variable is independent of size)

All the variables which are not listed in this table are

quite strongly dependent on the length of the source code

being measured.

The thesis also attempted to profile programming

languages using software metrics. Table VII shows the mean

values for some of the variables for each of the languages

analyzed. Of course, many of the differences seen between

languages are due in part to factors other than the

language. 'Nevertheless, it is instructive to compare the

complexity and structure of the code collected from the three

sources.
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TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF PASCAL, C, AND ADA METRICS VALUES

Variable Mean value
Pascal C Ada

-------------------------------------------------------
GOTO statements 0.02 1.78 0.00
Statements 24.26 51.33 67.26
Lines of Code 56.99 118.57 106.59
Extra entries and exits 0.00 0.32 0.48
relative logical cplx. 0.46 0.37 0.11
Relative Complexity 0.72 0.24 0.29
Statements/routine 12.41 11.39 13.75
nl unique operators 20.91 35.52 31.04
n vocabulary 46.78 77.03 65.30
N length 210.33 440.25 351.04
E effort 741048. 553312. 160659.
T time (hours) 11.44 8.54 2.48
I intell. content 27.56 35.28 41.44
L program level 0.07 0.05 0.05
lambda language level 1.72 1.44 1.20

GOTO statement usage is significant in the C programs

measured; perhaps not coincidentally, the only programs

analyzed that were not written in a university environment

were C programs. Minor difference in the structure of Ada

programs is seen in the lines per routine statistic. Both C

and Ada programs more frequently break the single entry -

single exit rule for program segments. Ada averaged 0.48

extra exits per segment tested. Thus, the structure metrics

chosen for this study are capable of reflecting to some

extent the structural differences among the three languages.

However, for the individual case these metrics can not

detect, with any reliability, structural differences due to

language.
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The Pascal programs observed were the smallest of the

three groups on the average. Because of that, and since

Pascal is the smallest language of the three, it is no

surprise to find that the Pascal programs also contained the

fewest number of unique operators and had the smallest

vocabulary. Although the Pascal programs were the shortest

ones analyzed and the lowest in content, on the average, they

ranked highest in effort and programming time. This

surprising result was due in large part to a single anomalous

case; high effort is not necessarily or even normally

associated with Pascal.

The most meaningful metrics from the standpoint of

language comparisons is the language level metric. In this

experiment Pascal showed the highest level among the three at

1.72, followed by C at 1.44, and Ada at 1.20. Combining

Halstead's equations (4) for effort and language we have

v*3
E =-------------

lambda

so that one's programming productivity, since it is inversely

proportional to effort, should vary with the square of

language level~ Pascal programmers, by this measure, are

nearly fifty percent more productive than C programmers, and

more than twice as productive as Ada programmers. This

fascinating relationship was not tested in this thesis.
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Relationship of Software Metrics to Known
Software Parameters

In one experiment, various software metrics were tested

as predictors of programming effort. Near the end of testing

the PMP, a thorough self-analysis of each segment of the

measurement program was run. At that time, and again two

months later, each procedure was ranked according to the

effort estimated to code, debug and test it. After combining

these two different rankings into a intuitive programming

effort scale of from 0 to 8, the metrics data was analyzed

for its ability to reflect the intuitive effort.

In order to have a second, less subjective test of

programming effort, the procedures were also categorized as

to whether or not they were modified at all during the two

month period following when the measurements were first

made. By means of Kendall's correlation statistic for the

ranked data and the parametric t--test for the modified versus

unmodified data, all the metrics were examined at the

procedure level for their strength in predicting programmer

effort.

Most of the metrics showed a low, but still significant,

correlation to programming effort. As Table VIII shows,

though, Halstead's effort metric, E, was not among the very

best of the metrics for this purpose, even though E is

specifically intended to measure programming effort. Even

among Halstead's metrics there were several that measured

programming effort better than E did. Actually, among the
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top ten or so predictors, including E, there was little

deviation in their performance. None of the metrics

correlates very strongly with effort; the best ones account

for less than thirty percent of the variation in effort,

assuming we accept the common notion that the square of the

correlation statistic represents the percentage of variation

in the dependent variable accounted for by the independent

variable.

TABLE VIII

ESTIMATORS OF PROGRAMMING EFFORT PART 1

---------------------------------------
Correlation to

Variable Progr.Effort Significance

N----------------------------------------------------
NI operator usage .562 .001
N length .551 .001
V volume .545 .001
Absolute complexity .534 .001
N length .551 .001
N2 operand usage .532 .001
E effort .524 .001
Potential Usage Pairs .515 .001
Variables .512 .001
Actual Usage Pairs .512 .001
CL abs. logical cplx. .511 .001
- --------------------------------

These results, as well as the correlations among the

metrics used in this study (Table V) correspond with similar,

published experiments that attempted to predict the

psychological complexity of programs and programmer

performance (1, 2). It should be noted that the number of

variables measures programming effort approximately as well

as any more complex metric, and that other, very simple
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metrics also outperformed most of the more sophisticated

ones.

Using the t test for difference in the two groups,

modified versus unmodified program units, only eight metrics

were able to differentiate the two groups. They are shown in

Table IX below.

TABLE IX

ESTIMATORS OF PROGRAMMING EFFORT PART 2

Modified Unmodified
Variable Group Group Significance

Program level .052 .095 .001
Global variables 17.46 8.76 .001
Lines per routine 38.42 18.04 .001
Intelligence content 35.95 19.98 .001
Statements per routine 17.90 6.80 .005
Average span 3.79 1.31 .05
nl unique operators 27.02 14.67 .05
Actual Usage Pairs 23.34 9.00 .05

Note that the global variables count when applied to

Pascal procedures (as these are) includes all variables that

are global with respect to the procedure being measured,

which in many cases is the same as counting all variables

referenced in the segment.

The C data that was obtained lends itself quite well to

an examination of the effects of programmer experience with a

language. Sixty-two percent of the C programs and segments

measured were part of the UNIX operating system of software,

written by professional C programmers. The other C source

was all written by a novice C programmer who was experienced
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in other high level languages. The metrics may be compared

for these two groups, taking care before attributing any

differences to the difference in experience of the persons

using the language. In general, we disregard completely any

metric that is closely related to the size of the programs

being measured, Still, some of the differences remaining may

be due more to the complexity of the application or other

uncontrolled factors, rather than to differences in

programmer expertise with the language.

Table X summarizes the differences between the

experienced and non-experienced groups. Again, more

controlled study is needed to verify the presumed effects of

language experience seen here.

TABLE X

EXPERIENCED VS. INEXPERIENCED C PROGRAM DATA

Experienced Non-experienced
Variable Group Group Significance

---------------------------------------------------------
Statements 73.97 13.28 .001
Program level 0.042 0.067 .05
Intelligence content 38.11 30.51
Language level 0.78 2.53 .005
cl rel. logical cplx. 0.45 0.24 .05
Relative Complexity 0.30 0.17 .05
Relative Usage Pairs 0.095 0.100
Percentage of routines w

global references 0.17 0.39 .005
GOTO statements 2.83 0.00 .05
Statements/routine 10.76 12.44
---------------------------------.1----

Not surprisingly, the complexity of the experienced

group of programs was much higher than that of the
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inexperienced group. Also not too unexpected is the

difference in the program level, which seems to reflect the

different levels of abstraction at which the programs from

the two groups were written. This difference in level is

also reflected in I, intelligence content. Although the

experienced group programs are nearly six times longer, there

is no significant difference in how much they convey, that

is, in their intelligence content. The outstanding metric in

this comparison, as in the comparison of languages, is

language level. The huge disparity in language level between

the two groups would lead us to believe the two groups were

drawn from programs written in two entirely different

languages. This evidently is an effect of the novice

programmer using only a higher level subset of the C

language, and the experienced programmers using more of the

operators and structures of the language. C is a good

language to show this effect since it has the high level

constructs of the high level languages like Pascal and PL/I,

but also includes many low level operators like those of

assembly language; the latter were practically unused in the

inexperienced group.

Next a group of finished Ada programs was measured and

the metrics obtained compared to the metrics obtained from

unfinished versions of the same programs. In other words, an

attempt was made to detect quantitative differences in

programs as they are developed over a period of time.

Thirty-five program units were measured at various points in
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their development, but not a single significant difference

was found among the metrics taken from unfinished programs

and those taken from finished versions. Thus, none of the

metrics used in this study are sufficiently sensitive to

detect changes in program size, complexity, or ;,cructure over

a period of development, even if such differences exist in

reality.

Verification of Halstead Metrics

As discussed in the first part of this chapter, the

language level metrics have shown real legitimacy and meaning

in this study. Projecting the language level figures from

Table VII onto Table I places Pascal, C and Ada about where

we would expect to find them on the language level scale.

Therefore, our data confirms this metric as an estimator of

the intuitive level of a language.

The thesis also provides ample more evidence of the

ability of Halstead's length equation to estimate program

length. The mean and standard deviation of length, N, for

all 246 cases analyzed were 343.5 and 782.4, respectively.

The mean and standard deviation for N' were 370.7 and 757.5.

The parametric correlation coefficient between the two was

.987 which is even higher than what is often reported in the

literature for this relationship (3, 4, 5).

We do not thereby confer validity to either the length

estimating equation or the length metric itself, however.

The length metric has not been shown to be imminently
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practical to obtain or even useful in a practical way, nor

has the estimator N' been proven to be any better than all

other possible length estimators. True, there is some

intuitive appeal for its use; on the other hand, there is no

deductive proof for the length estimating equation, so it may

supposedly be supplanted by another estimator that is

preferable in how it behaves empirically or in other ways.

Lister(5) shows that N' = 10n2 predicts length just as well

as the original N', and is much easier to find. The data

from this thesis concurs in that finding. The mean value of

10n2 for all the program units analyzed is 348.0, and its

correlation with N is 0.986. Based on the empirical

evidence, there need be no hesitation in using 10 n2 as an

alternative length predictor, if one is needed. Furthermore,

there may be any number of such alternative definitions of N'

that work as well as Halstead's formula. Several were

examined in this experiment and the results reported below in

Table XI.
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TABLE XI

PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS LENGTH ESTIMATORS

Length Mean Correlation
Formula Value with N

nl log2(nl) + n2 log2(n2) 370.7 .987
nl ln(nl) + n2 ln(n2) 257.0 .987
10 n2 348.0 .986
5 n 321.5 .982
16 * no. of variables 366.0 .964
nl loglO(nl) + n2 loglO(n2) 334.8 .987
2 n2 ln(n2) 295.9 .984

length (N) 343.5 1.000
---------------------------------------------------w rw ryamr ww + . raa ww ar ir ir.rr anr irar
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

This research has provided an example of a software

measurement tool capable of processing several high level

languages equitably and efficiently. The program measurement

program (PMP) described in this paper was designed and

developed over a six month period to extract from complete

programs or smaller compilation units thirty-eight different

quantifiable program aspects. Included among these metrics

are the Halstead software science metrics and two versions of

the widely used cyclomatic complexity measure of McCabe.

The measurement program was used to analyze several

hundred pieces of software, the results of which are reported

in Chapter III. The metrics obtained are categorized as

measures of program complexity, structure, and size. While

each metric grossly estimates these properties of a

collection of software, they are for the most part very

unreliably applied to individual cases. The simple size

metrics such as lines of code are exceptional in this

respect; even in very small procedures and routines, they

reflect length directly. As the size of programs increase,

so does the reliability of the length, structure, and

complexity measures. Program units exceeding 1100 statements

were not studied.
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The measurements in this study overlap a great deal in

the software qualities that they actually quantify. Table V

on page 51 reveals extremely high correlations between

several of the metrics. It is evident from this alone that a

selected handful of product metrics will serve as well as, or

better than, a large collection, for practical purposes.

Specifically, the span metrics appear to convey no

information beyond the number of statements or lines of

code. The extension to the cyclomatic number also seems

pointless; in fact, the cyclomatic numbers along with

absolute logical complexity and the simple IF statements

count are all so closely related as to be essentially

identical in the ability to measure control flow complexity

in a program. Finally, there were no essential differences,

statistically, from one size metric to another. All measure

the same software property approximately equivalently.

Software structure metrics and the language level

measure of Halstead detect differences from one programming

language to another, but again, are not at all reliable for

individual cases. By the results of this study Ada is very

low level, for being a high level language. This result may

be due to Ada's rigorous typing model, which forces the

programmer to specify so much (1). Another possible

explanation is that the programmers whose programs were

studied did not take full advantage of Ada's abstraction

mechanism. C is somewhat higher level than Ada, and Pascal

significantly higher than either Ada or C, by the results of
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this study.

When used to estimate testing effort in modules,

Halstead's size metrics Ni, N, and V perform the best of all

metrics studied. Among complexity measures, the best error

estimator was not E, the effort metric, but rather absolute

complexity, the product of the number of global variables and

cyclomatic complexity of a module. Any of over two dozen

metrics could account for up to thirty percent of the

variation in programming and testing effort, and an analysis

by hand showed that no appreciable advantage could be gained

by using combinations of metrics. Good common sense and

intuition appear to be more reliable indicators of both the

presence and severity of errors in modules, than are software

metrics. Moreover, software metrics were demonstrated to be

incapable of suggesting the experience level of the author of

the programs that were analyzed.

The study investigated the validity of Halstead's

interpretation of the software physics parameters, and found

empirical evidence to support both the length estimator and

language level equations. An alternative formula, 10 n2, was

proposed as a length estimator.

Concerning the application of software metrics to

student programming, it is well to repeat that one may draw

very few conclusions from the measurement of an individual

programmer's code. Based on this study, the use of the

software metrics seems unwarranted in evaluating one's

programming performance, except as a direct measurement of
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adherence to some specific coding standard. Software

measurement is much more appropriately used against the

products of two groups of students, for example, in comparing

teaching methods. The university setting is ideal for

empirical metrics experiments, however, since nowhere else is

it likely that several dozen programmers would produce

programs from identical requirements specifications, all at

the same time. If the effects of different programming

methods on the end product are ever directly observable, it

is in this setting.

Further software metrics research is still needed to

elucidate the relationships and overlap among individual

metrics. Future studies in the representation of algorithms

should include analysis of software across a range of

languages and sizes, from diverse sources if possible, to

reduce biases from a narrow sample of programs. On the other

hand, investigations that seek to identify the effects of

languages upon the software product require that identical

algorithms be implemented and measured in several languages,

in order to have results that are directly comparable.

Finally, in this unwieldy field of software measurement,

conclusive results are only possible from carefully

controlled empirical investigations that are successful in

isolating the one variable under study. This thesis has

provided a needed tool for collecting data. Even with this

resource providing the ability to measure, however, the

evidence presented herein and elsewhere in current literature
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indicates that current algorithm development models and

product metrics fall far short of meeting all the needs in

the areas of software measurement, management, and

engineering.
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APPENDIX A

Counting Strategies for Ada Metrics

1. Operator and Operand counts (for Halstead metrics)

1.1 Ada symbols that are counted as operators

**

/

>

()
()
()

/=

for expressions
for argument list
subscript

unary + ''

unary -
ABORT
ABS
ACCEPT NEW
AND NOT
BEGIN .. END OR
CASE .. END CASE RAISE
DELAY REM
DO .. END RETURN
ELSE SELECT .. END SELECT
ELSIF TERMINATE
EXCEPTION WHEN
EXIT WHILE
FOR . . IN XOR
GOTO (with label) AND THEN
IF .. THEN OR ELSE
IN
IS (as part of a pair)
LOOP .. END LOOP

1.2 Operator Groups

()
AND THEN
BEGIN .. END
CASE .. END CASE
DO .. END

71
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FOR .. IN
GOTO (each label unique)
IF .. THEN
IF .. THEN .. ELSE
IS .. END
IS SEPARATE
IS NEW
IS .. PRIVATE
LOOP .. END LOOP
OR ELSE
SELECT .. END SELECT

1.3 Other operators in Ada

Calls to a procedure, function, or task entry
--each new function being a unique operator

Predefined attributes, like ADDRESS, and FIRST

1.4 Ada symbols that are sometimes operators

BEGIN .. END -- Only counted in block statements. All
-- other BEGIN..END pairs are handled as
-- IS..END pairs.

CASE, IF,LOOP,SELECT
--Not counted when preceded by END

FOR -- counted when used in a FOR statement.
IN --Counted as part of FOR..IN pair when it occurs

--with FOR. Disregarded when used to indicate
--the mode of a parameter. Counted all other
-- 'times.

IS --Ignored in CASE statement, subtype declaration
--and type declaration. All other times is
--Counted as part of an IS pair.

NEW --Counted as part of an IS NEW pair when it
--occurs that way. Counted all other times.

RETURN --Counted only when used in a RETURN statement.
-- Not counted as part of a function specif.

THEN -- Counted as part of AND. .THEN pair or IF..THEN
-- pair.

1.5 Operands in Ada

ALL
literals (strings, characters, numbers)
NULL, except when it is the null statement
objects (variables, constants), except at declaration
OTHERS
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1.6 Ada tokens that are not counted as operators or operands

<< and
ACCESS
ARRAY
AT
BODY
CONSTANT
DECLARE
DELTA
DIGITS
END
ENTRY
FUNCTION
GENERIC
LIMITED
NULL
OF

OUT
PACKAGE
PRAGMA
PRIVATE
PROCEDURE
RANGE
RECORD
RENAMES
REVERSE
SEPARATE
SUBTYPE
TASK
TYPE

END RECORD

USE
WITH

comments
predefined type and mode identifiers
identifiers that are declared but never referenced
pragma identifiers

2. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

count the following and add 1
CASE
number of WHEN variants in CASE - 2
EXIT, in a LOOP statement
IF
number of alternatives in a SELECTive wait - 1
number of tasks - 1

3. Number of Global Variables

Variables declared or referenced at an outermost level of
the compilation unit.

4. Absolute logical complexity

Count IFs, LOOPS's, CASE alternatives.
Equals Cyclomatic number - contribution from non-decision
operators - l

5. Number of statements

Count all semicolons not in a type declaration.
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6. Extra entry and exit points

Multiple entrance points to a routine do not occur.
Multiple exits occur only when there is more than one
RETURN in a routine.

7. Number of routines

Count each subprogram, TASK ENTRY, and PACKAGE that is
declared in the compilation unit.



APPENDIX B

Counting Stategies for C Metrics

1. Operator and Operand counts (for Halstead metrics)

1.1 C symbols that are counted as operators

*

unary *

unary &

>=

unary +

unary --

++

&&
| I

(typename )
BREAK
CASE

CONTINUE
DEFAULT
DO
EXIT
FOR
GOTO (with label)
IF
IF . . ELSE

1.2 Operator Groups

I'

() for expressions
() for argument list

subscript

/=

*=

o-=

%=

I 1

PRINTF
RETURN
SIZEOF
SWITCH
WHILE

( )
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GOTO (each label unique)
IF .. ELSE

1.3 Other operators in C

function calls --each new function a unique operator
type casts

1.5 Operands in C

variables, except at declaration
literals (strings, characters, numbers)
constant identifiers, except at declaration time

1.6 C tokens that are not counted as operators or operands

ASM
comments
compiler directives
ENTRY
FORTRAN
functions or identifiers that are declared but never

referenced
statement labels
storage class identifiers
type identifiers

2. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

count the following and add 1
BREAK
CONTINUE
FOR
IF
number of CASE and DEFAULT variants in SWITCH - 2
multiple RETURN's in a function
SWITCH
WHILE

3. Number of Global Variables

Variables declared EXTERNal anywhere in the source file.
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4. Absolute logical complexity

Count IFs, FOR's, WHILE's, CASE alternatives.
Equals Cyclomatic number - contribution from non-decision
operators - 1

5. Number of statements

Count all semicolons not in a declaration statement.

6. Extra entry and exit points

Multiple exits potentially occur at RETURNs.

7. Number of routines

Equal to the number of functions used.



APPENDIX C

Counting Strategies for Pascal Metrics

1. Operator and Operand counts

1.1 Pascal symbols that are counted as operators

* . in qualified name
. . . at end of program

(except when it follows a label)
; (only when required by syntax)
() for expressions

< () for argument list
<= [] subscript (might appear as (//)
> [] set

string operator
<> unary +

unary -

ABS
AND
ARCTAN -
BEGIN .. END
CASE .. END
CHR
COS
DISPOSE
DIV
DOWNTO
ELSE
EOF
EOLN
FOR
GET
IF THEN
IN
LN
MOD
NOT
ODD
OR
ORD

PACK
PAGE
PRED
READ
READLN

RESET
REWRITE
ROUND
SIN
S QR
SQRT
S UCC
TO
TRUNC
UNPACK
UNTIL
WHILE
WITH
WRITE
WRITELN

(REPEAT)
(DO)
(DO)
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1.2 Operator Groups

GOTO (uniqueness determined by label)
BEGIN .. END
FOR .. DO
IF . . THEN
IF .. THEN .. ELSE
REPEAT .. UNTIL
WHILE .. DO

1.3 Other Operators in Pascal

CASE label (every occurence is unique)
procedure or function call

1.4 Operands in Pascal

TRUE
FALSE
NIL
MAXINT
all variables
constants
literals

1.5 Pascal entities that are not counted as operators or
Operands

comments
identifiers that are never referenced
statement labels
any token found in a declaration part of the program

2. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity:

count the following, then add 1
CASE
DOWNTO
IF

TO
UNTIL
WHILE
Number of alternatives in each CASE minus 2

3. Global Variables

Those declared at top of program
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4. Absolute logical complexity

Count IF's, WHILE's, REPEAT, alternatives in a CASE - 1
(Cyclomatic number - contribution of non-decisions to
Cyclomatic number - 1)

5. Number of statements

Count each necessary semicolon
Add one for each BEGIN .. END and CASE .. END.

6. Number of extra entry and exit points

GOTOs out of local block

7. Number of routines

count procedures, functions, and program



APPENDIX D

Counting Strategies for PL/I Metrics

1. Operator and Operand count

1.1 PL/I symbols that are counted as operators

*

**

K>
(not)

unary +

ABS
ACOS

ADD
ADDR
ALL
ALLOC,ALLOCATE
ALLOCATION
ALLOCN
ANY
ASIN
ATAN
ATAND
ATANH
BEGIN (END)
BIN,BINARY
BIT
BOOL
BY
BYNAME
CALL
CEIL
CHAR
CLOSE
COMPLETION, CPLN
COMPLEX, CPLX
CONJG
COS
COSD

. in qualified name
I logical or
(except following statement label)

() for expressions
() for argument list
() subscript
I concatenation operator
= assignment operator
= relational operator

''

unary -
INTO
KEY
KEYFROM
KEYTO
LBOUND
LEAVE
LENGTH
LOCATE
LOG
LOG10
LOG2
LOW
MAX
MIN
MOD
MULTIPLY
OFFSET
ON'
OPEN
OTHER,OTHERWISE
PAGE
PLIRETV
POINTER,PTR

POLY
PREC ,PRECISION
PRIORITY
PROD
PUT
READ
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COSH
COUNT
CSTG, r

CURRE NTSTORAGE
DATA
DEC, DECIMAL
DELAY
DELETE
DIM
DISPLAY
DIVIDE
DO (4 types)

EDIT
ELSE (with IF)
ERF
ERFC
EXIT
EXP
FETCH
FIXED
FLOAT
FLOOR
FREE
FROM
GET
GO TO,GOTO
HALT
HBOUND
HIGH
IF

REAL
RELEASE
REPEAT
REPLY

REWRITE
ROUND
SAMEKEY
SELECT
SET
SIGN
SIGNAL
SIN
SIND
SINH
SKIP
SQRT
STATUS
STG, STORAGE
STRING
SUBSTR
SUM
SYSTEM
TAN
TAND
TANH
TO (with or without BY)
TRANSLATE
TRUNC
UNLOCK
UNSPEC

IGNORE UNTIL (with DO)
IMAG WAIT
INDEX WHEN
INITIAL WHILE (with DO)

(these are the primary operators, see PL/I text
for exhaustive list)

1.2 Operator groups

GOTO (each label unique)
IF .. THEN

IF .. THEN .. ELSE
DO .. END
DO .. WHILE .. END
DO .. UNTIL .. END
DO .. TO .. END

1.3 Other PL/I Operators

CASE label (every occurence is unique)
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procedure or function CALL (each proc unique)

1.4 Operands in PL/I

COMPILETIME
COUNTER
DATE
EMPTY
LINENO
NULL
ONCODE
ONCOUNT
TIME
all variables
constants
literals
file names

1.5 PL/I entities that are not operators or operands

comments
tokens in a declaration statement
identifiers that are never referenced

2. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

count the following and add 1
IF
SELECT
number of alternatives in SELECT - 2
TAS K
TO
UNTIL
WHILE

3. Global Variables

Variables declared or referenced at top level of program.

4. Absolute logical complexity

Count IFs, TOs, UNTILs, WHILEs, alternatives in SELECT
Equals Cyclomatic number - contribution from non-decision

operators - 1
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5. Number of statements

Count each semicolon.

6. Number of extra entry and exit points

CALLs to other than a procedure name
EXIT
number of GOTOs out of procedure
multiple RETURNs in a procedure

7. Number of routines

Count PROCEDURE's
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